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QUESTION 1

In which of the following scenarios would you benefit from enabling table partitioning in SAP HANA? 

A. You have a large row store table that is consumed in a view with a variable on COUNTRY column. 

B. You have a large column store table that is consumed in a view with a variable on COUNTRY column. 

C. You have a dedicated table lo generate the lists of help values for an input parameter. 

D. Your stacked model consists of multiple calculation views. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

You created a table function to remove previous records, sum the current total weekly working hours for each employee,
and updated the personnel table. The build of the table function fails. Which of the following could be a valid reason? 

A. You did NOT define a valid table type. 

B. Your function refers to a scalar function. 

C. You did not define at least one input parameter. 

D. Your function includes a TRUNCATE statement 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

You are a data analyst working with medical records that contain confidential patient information. Why do you use the
anonymization node in a calculation view? 

Note: There are 2 correct answers to this question. 

A. To restrict data access for specific users or roles 

B. To hide individual patients in groups of similar records 

C. To provide partial value such as #34343#34## 

D. To add noise to the data to hide the actual values 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 4

When using the CONTAINS predicate, what are the restrictions you must keep in mind? Note: There are 2 correct
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answers to this question. 

A. Non-physical columns, such as calculated columns, are not search-relevant. 

B. The NOT (-) operator can only be specified directly after the OR operator. 

C. Wild cards * and ? are supported for text columns but not string columns. 

D. If several tables are joined, all columns mentioned in the CONTAINS predicate must come from only one of the
tables. 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 5

You import a project that includes an SAP HANA database(HDB) module to your workspace. You need to create a
calculation view that uses data from one table located in an external schema. Which of the following items must you
build? 

Note: There are 2 correct answers to this question. 

A. Synonym 

B. .hdinamespacefile 

C. Authorization 

D. Project 

Correct Answer: AC 
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